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Shakira Croce: A Life in Four Corners
I.

II.

The walls of the brownstone crawled
with little grey figures dashing across its lines,
Their night silhouettes smoldering outside the party
Where the blonde skull in the ivory dress
Hovered next to her stumped and barking husband.

Her house burned down in her first year of college, and
the poetry professor said:
“The problem is she needs to be a more hardened artist:
she’s too consumed with ‘the fire’.”
She didn’t understand how one couldn’t be consumed with the fire.
She also didn’t understand how foreign accents couldn’t be charming.

She was never a singer,
hating to open her mouth, she chewed on the music,
But became first chair violinist in the orchestra.
After school her playing became more sporadic
Until there was only a solitary music book left on her wire stand
Open to a two-page French piece called Romance.
After class she would escape to the city
Behind the shadow with the barcode tattoo commanding his forearm.
It was so easy then
Skating on the spiraling quiet greyness,
Slender hand on a popeyed arm,
And gliding over an open rink between buildings littering the sky
To whisper “I love you” on ice.

Still young, she left for Italy
And still listened
When the man with the Thierry Guetta eyes said:
“I can teach you
About the wine of Chianti and Medieval artifacts
The wild boar and the best pizza from Florence to Prato
And sweet smoke flying up from the waterpipe”
And although she returned to Manhattan telling him,
Shame on you for letting your perversions and hands on my legs and whispers
Turn my wide brown eyes into slits of skepticism,
Her eyes became wide again and sunk back into the sockets.

The last time she crossed Piazza Santa Croce
She passed a crippled white-haired tourist in a pastel suit
Who had been rolled in front of the glistening Duomo
Where she remained motionless for hours,
Head propped to the side atop layers of chins and mouth agape
Without a trace of wonder and joy
but with an open gravity of sadness and horror
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Shakira Croce: A Life in Four Corners

III.

IV.

It was years later when she met the short mustached man
Who made a proposal that she solemnly accepted
And began to wake every morning to a hot whisky weight
Dripping down her forehead.

The tiled hotel lobby sanitized for the revelry
Marked the first meeting with her husband,
Beneath a bright portrait of a young swimmer
With sparkling teeth that held the same light
As the thin streaks of sun, reflecting up in perfect boxes
While surrounding her in the chlorine water.

There was too much steam during the whole aﬀair
For her to lift her eyes in the haze…
Or maybe it was just the weather.

Now at another party,
her husband the pop-art icon
Has started his troll grumble about the hors d’oeuvres
and the chill in the room

She began the habit of waiting too long to eat,
And filled her mornings with coﬀee and smoke.
The first bite of food would be mid-afternoon,
And it would only give her the shakes.

And she can no longer hold conversation
With the women who compliment her silver Stella McCartney heels
And pretend not to notice the fleshy bandages on her skeletal arms and legs
She changes the subject every time
To the death of her 15-year-old cat.

Her notebook remained empty as she prepared their lunch,
Which he’d swallow and then spit back out at her with his round
critical glasses,
And she would watch the shade slowly inch over her long strand of
fallen hair
That rested on her notebook.

Although she had never really struggled,
The diseased blood caught her soon after the party,
And her last breaths frantically rattled her bones
Like a fish hooked and thrown
Into the blindingly white belly of the ship.

The only relief was the ocean
In the company of the gulls,
Her feet sinking into the sand near the
mangled white feathers on the shore.
Shakira Croce is a "eelance writer and public relations professional in New York. Born
in Seneca Fa#s, NY and growing-up in Gainesvi#e, GA, she first moved to the New York
City area for co#ege. A%er studying writing at Sarah Lawrence Co#ege (B.A.), studying
abroad in Italy, and completing a Masters at Pace University (M.P.A.), she currently
works as a fu#-time media coordinator for People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals as
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we# as a consultant for the Natural Resources Defense Council and other non-profits. She
is a member of the Dyson Co#ege Society of Fe#ows and has been interviewed by national
and international media as we# as featured in several books. Her professional literary
experience includes working for "Vista" Magazine in Florence, Italy and serving twice as
a juror for the Zeri#i-Marimo City of Rome Prize for Italian Fiction.

Gregory Radionov
An Immigrant’s Journey: Expectations and Realities
by Grady Harp

One must have a high opinion of a work of art – not the work one is creating at the moment,
but of that which one desires to achieve one day. Without this it is not worthwhile working.
Edgar Degas
Some representational artists progress in their careers from drawing or creating simple images, discovering the
manner in which the pencil or pen sketch can broaden to brush while gathering enough life experience,
pursuing visions that become significantly personal until, arriving at a unique visual language, they are able to
share their ideas in the complex format of large emotionally vested canvases. Gregory Radionov reversed this
progress when he decided to immigrate form the Ukraine to the USA. He came with complex large paintings
that were rich in politicosocial statements and polished stories only advanced techniques that had been praised
in Europe and upon attempting to find a gallery home he met with rejection. Time and the necessity of
making a living pushed his canvases into storage and instead he utilized his time away from working with his
father in a cabinetry shop in the less rigorous and less costly venue of creating small watercolors. A frustrating
turn of events for an immigrant artist with dreams of success in Los Angeles art galleries, yes, but the decision
to quietly observe and create watercolors of the people around him has resulted in works that recall the
creativity of Andrew Wyeth.
Gregory Radionov was born in Kiev, Ukraine in 1971, was noted early on to have talent as an artist, a career
decision traditionally made by parents in the Ukraine, and he completed through art school in Kiev in 1988, was
on faculty of Ukrainian Art Academy 1988 – 1994, and with the Iron Curtain was lifted in 1989 he studied and
taught at the Hungarian National Art Academy in 1993 adding Spain and Hungary to his list of exhibitions, and
in 1997 he immigrated to the US with his new wife, medical student Natalia, and his parents. His paintings that
accompanied his move were of brilliantly created oils infusing human subjects suﬀused with elements of fantasy,
works that in the Ukraine obviously consumed hours of time to create. As he met with lack of acceptance of his
work in this country he focused on supporting his growing family by concentrating his eﬀorts at making
sophisticated, beautifully crafted cabinetry. For a few years his art muse only occasionally called forth eﬀorts in
printmaking, but otherwise his painterly talents hibernated.
Now, established in a successful business with his father, his wife now a Registered Nurse, and with the growth
of his sons to the point of requiring less presence, Radionov has slowly returned to painting. He is an en plein
air artist, both by definition of painting on site when he observes a scene he wishes to preserve, and in his
studio where he gathers his memory thoughts to express on paper. His medium now is almost exclusively
watercolor and in many ways this imposed change in style has brought out a fresh form of expression for him.
He often frequents the beaches and the boardwalk of Venice, California, a fertile resource for a representational
artist who continues to embrace fantasy. The characters who dwell in Venice Beach are colorful and provide
instantaneous stimuli for paintings that tell stories. Homeless ‘models’ such as the characters in Rags and
Feathers, Seashore Music, and Venice Dervish contrast with the ever present skaters and skateboard players as in
High-Lo-Fi and Hula Girl as well as those who simply carryon their work, as in Wi#iam.
!

Upside Down 2012 40 X 28 inches
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Gregory Radionov LA Kid 2012 oil on canvas 22X

Gregory Radionov

It is not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.
Henry David Thoreau
Occasionally Radionov will pursue a series of paintings on a theme. One very successful such projects is
‘Amateur Night. Manipulations’. When asked how this series of paintings of nighttime puppeteers came
about, the artist commented the following: ’Just like many other men around the world, I went to the
lingerie store to pick a small gift for my wife. The lingerie fit great, and looking at her I suddenly felt an
inspiration to paint her, wearing the sexy piece. The first watercolor – Amateur Night, Manipulation 1 came out pretty good (as a matter of fact it is one of my personal favorites) giving more food for thought
about ways men and women interact on a subconscious level, sometimes manipulating each other with
subtle or obvious means. I asked my wife and one of my friends who is a professional sculptor and
puppeteer to pose for the series. They are not professional models, but the fun and inspiration was very
real and creativity flew. Their participation in this little project led me to the name of the series
‘Amateur night’. The idea behind the series is quite simple: women manipulate men with their body;
however, men cannot do the same. Men create things, invent their own world where they are masters
of manipulation, like politics, art, mechanics, or in this case – puppets. I discovered that creation of
“staged situations” for painting series has been successfully done by other artists such as Eric Fischl.
My art is very much narrative, I love telling stories, and series are the best way for me to express myself
to full extent.’ Examples of his Amateur Night: Manipulations are seen in Amateur Night 1, Amateur
Night 9 and Amateur Night 5 and the fascinatingly bizarre Amateur Night 8 where the puppeteer himself is
a puppet!
Another category of work in which Gregory Radionov excels is his painting of children, often using his
sons as models. In paintings such as Ye#ow Towel, LA Kid, and UpsideDown his compositional ability and
drawing skills are as evident as the warmth of the images. In these sensitive paintings he captures those
moments of abandon only a child can experience as well as those glances coming from young eyes who
have seen the adult world and are attempting to make sense of it. Radionov is a gentle and quiet soul
whose ability to uncover the humanity of his subject matter is exemplary. ‘What I like is to see what's
going on in the shadows. If you start looking in the shadows you see details.’ This unassuming
immigrant has returned home to art and we are the better for the journey.

Amateur Night 8 2011 40X28 inches
!
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Amateur Night 9 2011
40 X28 inches

Amateur Night 5 2011
40 X 28 inches

Scott Kiche
The great intention of my work is to speak to the
heart and soul of the viewer. To create a simple yet
universal language that wi# a#ow us to better
understand ourselves and one another. Through
the a#egories I create, I hope to forge for the
viewer a moment of sti#ness and self-reflection.
Scott Kiche is a contemporary artist living
in Los Angeles. His work ranges from
traditional realism to Surrealism. The artist
was born in Guatemala in 1974. Like many
artists Kiche's journey in art began at a
very early age. His natural talent along with
the encouragement of teachers and family
helped to create in him the commitment to
become a fine artist. Kiche is a realist artist
and has worked in this style throughout his
entire career. He has exhibited works in
Mexico City, Virginia, Washington D.C,
Maryland, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Texas. He also has received awards in
several group shows and magazine
publications. Kiche currently completed a
successful tour with The International
Realism Guild in a two year traveling
museum exhibition that explored the
current state of realism in the 21st century.
He has been and is a member of many
prestigious art organizations such as The
California Art League, The California Art
Club, The international realism guild Of
America and currently by invitation The
American Society Of Traditional Artists. He
is currently represented by The Wally
Workman Gallery in Austin TX and the Jack
Meier Gallery in Houston TX.
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Scott Kiche
My work process for my charcoals is quite simple, I draw "om life
and use photos for reference at times. I try to be very careful with
the type of light I wi# choose to work with. In the case of the two
charcoal drawings titled Autumn and Trinity, I used natural light
"om one of my studio windows. I want the light to create an
intriguing setting and provide a very intimate atmosphere for the
sitter.
For my sti# life's the process is more complex and requires
sometimes days or weeks of carefu#y bringing together a# the
elements in the composition. I must admit that sometimes the
creative process in my sti# life's can be a subconscious act. For
example El Lenjuaje Del Tiempo ( The Language Of Time) was
conceived one a%ernoon "om listening to a song "om the band The
Alan Parsons Project, a song titled “Time”. It is a very melancholy
tune whose theme revolves around, you guessed it, time. Anyhow
that song provoked within me a contemplation of what time may
mean to me. Once I decided to create a painting working on this
theme, I began to select the objects for the sti# Life. The next step
was to choose the light set up and fina#y work out the details of
design and composition. The ideas for a sti# life painting, do not
always occur in the same manner for me. Sometimes it can be a
memory, thought, or a feeling that provides me with the inspiration
for a work. In this case it was a song. It is this mysterious nature of
art that continues to a#ure me and keep me in a state of wonder and
amazement.

Trinity 2012
charcoal on canson paper
17x14 inches
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Scott Kiche

Artist Shaving 2012 charcoal on canson paper 17 x14 inches
!

Luna 2012 charcoal on canson paper 17x14
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François Bard

www.bdgny.com
In my canvases, we are always heading for
something which is unnamed, unidentified
but with which we co#ide head-on. I’ve
always thought that the painter should stop
and ca# out to the spectator and, if possible,
elicit a meeting. Nowadays we live in a
time when images have become banal. The
role of the contemporary artist should be to
incite people to see diﬀerently.
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Bard, born in France in 1959, attended the École Supérieure des
Beaux-Arts de Paris and was selected for residency at the Casa
Velázquez 1988-1990. He was a professor at the Ateliers des
Beaux-Arts in Paris for 10 years. Bard’s work has been featured in
major international art fairs, including Art Miami, the London Art Fair,
Art Paris, FORM London, Art London and Art Karlsruhe Germany,
and hangs in prestigious public and private collections around the
world, including those of Ralph Lauren, Kit Kemp, Jackye and
Curtis Finch, Jr. and Arkansas Arts Center–Museum of Art. Bertrand
Delacroix Gallery in New York City is proud to represent his work in
the US. Bard divides his time between his Paris studio and his
home in Burgundy.

François Bard
I work on a white linen canvas, prepared by my supplier. The canvas is covered
with a white acrylic coating. I choose a rather fine fabric because I like the way
the texture forms immediately [on the surface]. I consider the texture to be very
important: it is a way for me to adapt the subject for painting. I like to feel the
traces of brushes, fingers and palette knives on the fabric. I like painting ‘trivial’
subjects "om my daily surroundings. I try to find examples in the various
mediums that surround me: newspapers, TV, films and the Internet. I like to use
ordinary models as it a#ows me to pick out the surface level aspects of a person. I
o%en use myself as a subject. My wife o%en photographs me in poses inspired by
images in the media.
My brushes are those used by building and house painters, as are the scrapers and
palette knives. My style of painting goes back a# the way to the classical tradition
of oil painting, made by layers of paint with impasto marks and varnish. At first,
I paint mostly with my brush [rather than the palette knives] to set everything up,
until the canvas is entirely covered. I paint the dark colors first. The darker colors
are mixed in a pot with a medium made "om turpentine, Damar gum and a
drying agent. The paint dries "om one day to the next but this medium permits me
to work on the same painting on consecutive days. With the help of the medium, I
put the colored glaze to accentuate the figures the darker areas and the lighter ones.
Finishing the painting is a task of repeating the glaze and serifs, always using the
same medium. Fina#y, with some finer brushes, I rework the details which seem
important to me, then the painting is covered with varnish.

J'accuse, 2012 oil on canvas 63¾" x 51"
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François Bard Prisonnier II Kader 2012 oil on canvas, 51" x 41½"

François Bard La cravate d'or 2012 oil on canvas 51" x 51"
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François Bard
Impitoyable 2012
oil on canvas
51" x 67"
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ois Ba
rd
Franç
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Le vice president 2012 oil on canvas 75" x 47"

Erin Cone
www.erincone.com

My inspirations are the beauty of the human figure and the
nuances of expression possible when that form is melded with the
abstract. I return again and again to explore this balance – trying
to find where realism and pure design meet and merge.
Rather than approaching figurative painting from the basis of
narrative content, I begin with only the visual impact of the
piece. To me, the figure is so expressive it needs no
embellishment - it inherently conveys emotion, with the subtlest
variations of pose and gesture always hinting at a story.
The whole story I want to tell is in that single, frozen moment –
in the turn of a head, the shape of a hand, a glance. The way I tell
the story is to refine my vision to the essential, distilling
expression without defining it.
Erin Cone is a figurative painter based in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Known for her unique style of “visual-glitch”
realism, Cone’s art combines the evocative detail of magical realism with the bold simplicity of abstract
minimalism.
Since 2001, Erin Cone has had seventeen solo shows and participated in more than a dozen group shows from
New York to California. Her work has been featured in the national art press numerous times, including
Architectural Digest, Art and Antiques and New American Paintings, as well as on the cover of American Art
Collector and Southwest Art Magazine among others. Cone has been listed as a top emerging artist in Santa Fean
Magazine’s “Five Artists to Watch” and in Southwest Art’s “21 Under 31” issue. Her artwork is in numerous private
and public collections throughout the U.S. and Europe.
Erin Cone is represented by Decorazon Gallery, London, UK; Hespe Gallery, San Francisco, CA; Nuart Gallery,
Santa Fe, NM; and Rosenbaum Contemporary in Boca Raton, FL. Cone’s latest works will be featured in her
upcoming solo show “Theory of Forms” opening August 31st at Nuart Gallery in Santa Fe.

Pace1 2012 acrylic on canvas 44x56 inches
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Merge 2012 acrylic on canvas, 40x68 inches
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Resolute 2012 acrylic on canvas, 52x58 inches

Park Hyung Jin
Gallery: Bernaducci.Meisel
Medium: oil on canvas
Web Site: parkhyungjin.com
Park Hyung Jin completed a bachelor’s course at the Hansung University School of Fine Arts and a
master’s course at its graduate school. He studied academic painting, photography, and Oriental art
there. A few years after graduation he held several exhibitions in Seoul, later joining international
activities in Beijing, China. He is currently active in New York and London.

Bernarducci.Meisel.Gallery was a turning point in his artistic career. The matter of holding an
exhibition is now under discussion with a gallery specializing photorealism in London. Because he
dreamed of holding exhibitions at the galleries above, they are of great significance in his artistic
career. His works are in the collections of individual collectors like Howard Tullman in Chicago, and
a few art museums including the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Korea. He presently
teaches painting at Konkun University and Hansung University.

Viewers may regard his works as photorealism. However, he says his pieces are the natural results of
the processes of his work. What’s important for him is to create figures more accessible to an
aesthetic utopia than real people. Unlike other photorealists, he does not stick to details when
expressing the skin. He wants to express immaculate, perfect skin as sleek as Oriental ceramics. He
represents perfect beauty through a process of modification instead of initially employing beautiful
models. This is his way of expressing ideal beauty.

Unique images rather than extreme depictions are important to the artist. He wants figures in his
works to provoke some atmosphere beyond the cool-headed objectivity of photorealism while
maintaining the stance of realism. This is probably because he lives in an Oriental culture that values
spiritual experience over reality. He lives in an environment in which he can experience both Eastern
and Western culture. Such cultural gaps may assume a significant role in his work.
!
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Park Hyung Jin
SiHyun
2012 oil on canvas
36X46 inches
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Park
! Hyung Jin JiHyun 2012 oil on canvas 76.3X44"
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Park Hyung Jin Jiye 2011 oil on canvas 45.7X35.8"
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MiHee, 2010 oil on canvas 35.6X28.5"

Bernarducci.Meisel Gallery, New York, NY

Park Hyung Jin

Tony South
Artist Statement
Self taught Painter/drummer from
Yorkshire, twisting social observations
into a "sink estate Rockwellian beanfeast?"A painter of fantastical tat,
grounded on a white acrylic void, keeping
the image pure and unsullied, deflowered
by the odd personal icon.

Bio
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British painter born/residing in South
Yorkshire, partner Joanne, kid Maisie
and Stanley the bull terrier. South spent
most of his adult life playing drums with
various bands around the bars and
clubs of the UK/Europe, this came to an
end when alcholism kicked in. After
quite a few stints in rehab, the penny
dropped and south quit drinking in 1997
and has remained tea-total till present
day, painting soon filled the void of
alchohol and has played a major part in
his sobriety.South started showing in
London with the Rebecca Hossack
Gallery in 2005 until going freelance in
2011, he has shown at the Blackheath
Gallery, London and more recently with
Rehs Galleries New York courtesy of
Howard L.Rehs.

Tony South
Security 2012 oil on canvas 130x75cm

Revolve 2012
oil on canvas
100x100cm

Defunct 2012 oil on canvas 110x75cm

Parlour Games 2010
oil on canvas
110x85cm
!
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TONY SOUTH
Outlaw 2011 oil on canvas 100x100cm
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my brain would burst flowers
when you read my poems to the gruﬃes
of Grant Park

Philip M. is my Friend
You were so friendly
to invite the neighborhood
into your urges
wrap a bologna sandwich
and oﬀ toward a simple togetherness
you brandish that reptilian custom
of symbol & gesture
a civilized reptilian
where the meaty burp
flourished in the napkin
like the crocodile

we loved to make ideas explode
remember watching movies together
Igniting!
If we ever disagreed
I chucked Town Ho’s Story
at your nose
for whopping my head
with a scrawny Giacometti
but since you’ve moved to
Switzerland
and I’ve moved to Charlotte
Jamaican ska brims your voice
a glimmering disgorgement of the esophagus
and throat
poaching my ears red
through the phone
!
!
surely I like it
but I miss those green
city days

in the swamp
every morning you’d wake up in the swamp
of a neighborhood
in Chicago and breathlessly
get eaten by pawn shops, construction sites
and ideas
green at the tip of your toes
you wanted to share with everyone
your world was a world of people
floating wildly in freshest air

!
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Alex Schmidt
Alex was excited to graduate
from Queens University in
Charlotte, North Carolina, with an
M.F.A. in Creative writing/poetry,
but now it is time he continue
burning with the fire in his loins
the seemingly infinite trail of
rejection letters. To afford this
incendiary habit, he works at
Trader Joe’s. It has been nine
years, and he owes much thanks
to his wonderful, happy-go-lucky
co-workers for accepting his wild
antics. He is reading and walking
his dog, soaring hand-in-hand
through cloudscapes with his
wife, watching film noirs (Ah, The
Big Combo!), and/or dancing with
his cat when he is not working or
exploding. Most recently, Alex’s
poems have been published in
the Columbia Poetry Review, 34th
Parallel Magazine and MiPOesias.

Angelique Moselle Price
Pauline Aubey is an inspirational artist to
me. I look at her work often and am
mesmerized by her dark interpretations. In
addition to admiring her art, I find her face
and personality to be just as intriguing. One
of my favorite things to draw and paint is
inspiring people with strong facial features.
I drew Pauline a year ago for the last Poets
Artists portrait project and executed it with
a good deal of realism. I wanted this
portrait to reflect more of the depth of our
combined imaginations. I did use a
photograph to reference but I conjured my
heartfelt interpretation of Pauline to guide
me. In the end, she appeared regal as a queen
to me; hence the title “The Queen”.

Angelique Moselle Price is a fine artist,
model and stylist living in Nashville,
Tennessee. She is widely known for her
brightly colored figurative, imaginative and
portraiture work as well as her eccentric
modeling and styling for photographic
imagery. Price has been published in print
with the magazines: Poets Artists, Catapult,
American Art Collector, and Giuseppina.
She has been featured on various websites
such as Juxtapoz, Redbubble, Deviant Art,
and Barebrush. Her work has been shown
all over the U.S. including New York and
many galleries in Los Angeles creating an
ongoing recognition and demand. Standard
prints, t-shirts and other goodies are sold in
her redbubble store Redbubble.com/people/
eliq.

The Queen
Portrait of Pauline Aubey
mixed media on birch wood
9x12 inches
!
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David Jamieson
The drawing is a pencil study for a forthcoming painting
titled "Nose Job". It's the first image in a series of portraits
that I'm considering that would be about the insecurities of
the sitter, and my wife – sculptor Melinda Whitmore – was
brave enough to go first. Laying her index finger on her nose
like that is something she does to i#ustrate what she wishes
the line of her nose looked like. I like the concept because
portraiture is o%en about flattery and idealizing the sitter,
but is usua#y done in a way that is subtle and covert. Here,
Mindy's nose is in fact "idealized" since we can't see it's true
silhouette, but done so in the least subtle way imaginable.

Study for Nose Job 2012
Graphite and White Chalk on Paper
18 x 18 inches
David Jamieson began studying painting at the Ontario College of Art and Design
in Toronto, and received an MFA cum laude from the New York Academy of Art
where he was awarded the first Prince of Wales Scholarship from that institution.
He has taught figure drawing, painting and anatomy in Toronto, New York City, and
at the Prince’s Foundation in London, England, and for five years was a full-time
faculty member of the American Academy of Art in Chicago, teaching both
undergraduate and graduate students. His work has been featured in American
Artist Drawing Magazine, and in group exhibitions in Toronto, Chicago and New
York City. His work is also included in the collections of HRH The Prince of Wales,
Eileen Guggenheim, and other private collections in Canada and the United
States. David currently paints and teaches in his studio in Chicago, Illinois.
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Leah Yerpe
On a gorgeous spring morning, Victoria and I rendezvoused for a day of mutual
inspiration. We found a spot with perfect natural light, and got to work. I always
ask my models to self-direct and basica#y ignore me. Victoria's experience painting
the human form made her a perfect model. The shapes and gestures she made with
her body provided a rich and beautiful visual language for my work.

Portrait of Victoria Selbach Pavo 2012
graphite and ink on paper
18x50 inches

Leah Yerpe is a Brooklyn-based figurative artist whose meticulous drawings on paper employ the
language of the human form. She received her BFA in painting and drawing from SUNY Fredonia
and an MFA in painting from Pratt Institute. Much of her work is inspired by human experience
described in ancient mythologies and legends. This particular drawing of Victoria is part of a series
exploring the human desire for escape through flight. The bodies carry a sense of contradiction
between harmony and discord as they push and pull each other, forming constellations on the
paper's surface. www.leahyerpe.com
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Victoria Selbach
Leah and I spent a day together, "olicking in the sunlight, chasing shadows and
capturing images around Mi#e Fleurs a secluded Gu,enheim mansion on Long
Islands Gold Coast. We lunched on the terrace overlooking the sound before going our
separate ways to calculate, redux, dream, compose and paint.

Portrait of Leah Yerpe,
Miraculous Conception 2,
Maya, Mother of Lord Buddha
acrylic on canvas
48 x 32 inches

Victoria Selbach is a conceptual realist painter living and painting in New York. Her current work, the
Miraculous Conception paintings, reflects upon women throughout history believed to have conceived a child
through divine intervention. Leah Yerpe is the model for the entire series. The similarities in the paintings call
the viewer to challenge their own beliefs, to contemplate what ones culture deems blessed or profane and
where the distinction actually resides.
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Paul Beel
Paul Beel made his first painting (self-portrait as Park Ranger) at age 4.
Born in Ohio in 1970, Beel has also lived i Idaho, San Francisco, NY, and
now resides in Tuscany. He has an MFA, has exhibited extensively in Italy
and abroad, and has won awards both large and small: from the the National
Portrait Gallery’s travel award, to first prize in a craft-shop mother’s day card
competition (c.1981).
Since the late 80’s, Beel’s work has centered on painting the portrait and the
figure. In the early nineties he focused on more classical renderings and
narratives. This was soon followed by his first experience in Italy, which led
to a period of broad stylistic experimentation, from realism to the nearly
abstract to cartoonish pastels, a process that continued until completing his
MFA in 1996. Since then, he has developed a signature style; paintings from
live models which successfully pits the beauty of the individual against the
weight of human consciousness. In 2005 the artist began creating video from
his paintings, culminating in the full-length “Epic Mirtiotissa” of 2011. These
works on P&A are from a new series of portraits painted live via Skype, each
executed in 20-40 minutes. As The Huffington Post has described them, “His
models, in countries far from Italy, enter into company with him, and he uses
the shared moment to evoke them as people...Low-resolution and brief in
duration, his encounters with his subjects force him to abandon his
sophisticated brushwork and tidy draughtsmanship. His marks gain energy
and his colors become simpler and bolder”.

Anonymous painter
in the nude
San Salvador 2012
oil on canvas 13x13
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Silvio Porzionato 2012 oil on canvas 13x13
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Paul Beel Portrait of Jack Beel 2012 oil on canvas 13x13

Olha is a London-based artist,
met Paul at GoFigurative gallery
opening (vitually), which
represents them both. They both
exhibited with the BP Portrait
Award previously at the National
Portrait Gallery as well. Sitting for
Paul on Skype. Being on the other
side of the painter-sitter exchange
was great fun.

!

Paul Beel Portrait of Olha Prymaak 2012 oil on canvas 13x13
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D.C. Morale
I start out with a basic block in taking measurements and angles
trying to be as accurate as I can. I take measurements but also
examine what I'm seeing and trust my instinct and my eye a little
bit. I also focus on gesture. I then proceed to start modeling first
fi#ing in the shadows, planning the values a# over. On the lighter
side I start working on form shadow carrying the values up in
sma# increments "om the terminator. Meanwhile, adjusting
things and comparing things to make sure everything stays
accurate. Lastly I adjust the contrast and make sure everything is
detailed and feathered in the right places to create atmosphere.

Portrait of Eddie Torres 2012
Graphite on Paper
11 x 14 inches

D.C. Morale' is a contemporary and classically trained artist. First studying at the Art
Center College of Design and continuing studies in New York at GCA under Jacob
Collins and Travis Schlaht as well as at The Janus Collaborative under Micheal Grimaldi,
Dan Thompson and Kate Lehman. She has shown in galleries in Dallas, TX, Los
Angeles, CA, Chicago, IL and NYC, NY.
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Nick Ward

www.nickwardonline.com

I have always tried to keep a lot of texture in my
paintings. For me, it is important to embrace the
process of painting and a#ow the brush strokes to
stand proud. Even with that philosophy I have
found my paintings sliding towards being more
delicate and blended. Since I am genera#y using
"iends as my models, I suppose I have been
worrying more about their reactions to the
paintings. I have been taking it easy on them. I
have been sliding towards pretty, polished brush
strokes. When I approached this painting, I tried
to make a big push back towards texture. I
figured if anyone would understand and accept
being roughly rendered, it would be another
artist. I tried to contrast the chaos of strokes in
the portrait by surrounding it with the dead flat
and simple elements of the shirt and background.
Nick Ward lives and works in the Distillery
building in Boston. His work is often
described as realism.
However, these
paintings stop quite short (or sometimes just
past) of photo realism. The portraits attempt
to capture the essence of being human. His
portraits reveal exaggerated characteristics
mixed with sparse use of text or vivid color
as a counter point to the familiar forms of
the human face and body. His work is all
about people – how they interrelate, how
they portray themselves, and how they
make him feel. Memories, real or imagined,
of meetings and fleeting glances.
Each
work is a study of texture and form
punctuated by the suggestion of the every
day routines and slight neurosis unique to
each individual.

Portrait of Matthew Cherry 2012
oil on canvas
48x36 inches
!
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Daniel Maidman
Helen and Angelique are both "iends of mine. I have spent time with both of them in person,
but not a lot of time. We live in diﬀerent cities. So my idea of them comes primarily through
correspondence. Painting them required working "om photographs.
Ordinarily, I prefer to paint figurative paintings live. Working "om photographs presents its
own cha#enges and opportunities. If you know the subject in a mediated way, as I do, then
painting "om a photograph involves two reconstructions: the physical structure is
reconstructed on the basis of the limited information in the photograph and your memory.
And the psychological presence is reconstructed on the basis of close, almost microscopic
comparison of the photograph and your understanding of the sitter: What does this crinkling
around the eye mean? That curl of the lips - are they about to break into a smile? Is this the
same smile I have read in the sitter's writing, or a smile I have not yet encountered? You
paint your idea of the sitter, and if you have paid good attention to the sitter's
correspondence, perhaps they recognize something of themselves, and we ca# the painting
successful. If not, it is at least usua#y very pretty, because it is painted under such contro#ed
conditions.
Painting in this way is a strange and lonely process, like ca#ing "You - he#o? - are you there?"
across a tremendous dark gulf. If you are very lucky, a short time later you hear a faint voice
saying, "Yes, yes, I hear you, I am here." I think I got lucky here, with Helen and Angelique.
I hope so, anyway.
Daniel Maidman is a painter who applies a classical grounding to a contemporary sensibility. His art has been
shown in juried exhibitions in New York, Washington, DC, California, Ohio, Missouri, and Oregon, and was
selected by the Saatchi Gallery to be displayed at Gallery Mess in London. His art and writing on art have been
featured in ARTnews, American Art Collector, International Artist, Poets/Artists, Manifest, The Artist’s Magazine,
The New York Optimist, and the publishing arm of SUNY-Potsdam. He blogs for The Huffington Post and Artist
Daily. His writing on Da Vinci is currently taught at DePaul University and Roosevelt University.
His paintings range from the figure and portraiture, to still lives and landscapes, to investigations of machinery,
architecture, and microflaura. His images occupy a spectrum from high rendering to almost total abstraction. His
work is included in numerous private collections, among them those of New York Magazine senior art critic Jerry
Saltz, Chicago collector Howard Tullman, best-selling novelist China Miéville, Disney senior vice president
Jackson George, and author Kathleen Rooney. He is represented by Dacia Gallery in Manhattan, Gitana Rosa
Gallery in Brooklyn, Hilliard Gallery in Missouri, and Six Summit Gallery in Connecticut. His writing on art is
collected at www.danielmaidman.blogspot.com and at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/daniel-maidman. He lives
and paints in Greenpoint, Brooklyn.

Portrait of Helen Vitoria 2012
oil on canvas
20x16 inches
!
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Helen Vitoria’s work can be found and is forthcoming in many online and print journals: The Awl, elimae,
Rougarou, PANK, FRiGG Magazine, Gargoyle, Barn Owl Review, Dark Sky Magazine and others. She is the
author of nine poetry chapbooks, a poetry pamphlet (Greying Ghost Press, 2012) and a full length poetry
collection: Corn Exchange (Scrambler, 2012). Her poems have been nominated for Best New Poets & the
Pushcart Prize. She is the Founding Editor & Editor in Chief of THRUSH Poetry Journal & THRUSH Press. Find
her here: www.helenvitoria.com.

Daniel Maidman
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Angelique 2012 oil on canvas 20"x16"

Judith Peck
In "Lace Maker," the delicacy of the lace draped over the figure's
head is intended as a contrast to the broken plaster surface, each
accentuating the characteristics of the other. This interplay evokes
the metaphorical preciousness of life and healing of a broken world
that recurs throughout my latest series. In composing the piece, it
was also important to me that the subject display a certain
emotional intensity without looking directly at the viewer. I think
A#ie's acting background enabled a level of co#aboration that
could achieve that.

Lace Maker 2012
oil and plaster on board
14x11 inches

Judith Peck has made it her life’s work to paint about history and healing. She is a
graduate of the George Washington University with a degree in fine arts and has
exhibited her work in venues nationwide including Target Gallery in Alexandria,
Virginia where she won the juror’s award, The Red Dot Art Fair at Art Basel Miami,
and has recently received the Strauss Fellowship Grant from Fairfax County,
Virginia. Peck is represented by Meyer Metro Gallery in Houston, Texas and is
currently exhibiting at the Hoyt Institute of Fine Arts in New Castle, Pennsylvania.
Allison S. Galen is an actor. Recent DC credits include Pinky Swear Productions’
Killing Women (Gwen); Red Eye Gravy Theatre Company’s Romeo & Juliet
(Romeo); Folger Theatre’s Othello (Emilia u/s, Bianca u/s); Faction of Fools Theatre
Company’s 3rd Annual Fool for All: Tales of Marriage and Mozzarella and The
Mandrake (Lucrezia). She has trained at Emerson College (Boston, MA) and
Shakespeare & Company (Lenox, MA).
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Deborah Scott

When considering a poet to paint, I wanted to select a local poet whose work I admire. Poet Jeannine Ha#
Gailey immediately came to mind, for the magical way she combines classical mythology with a pop culture
sensibility. I wanted to create a painting that would do the same.
Ca# them portraits, but I think of my paintings as visual biographies. I was fortunate that Jeannine and I
had had several conversations about her life before I traveled out to her Redmond, WA home to photograph
source material for the painting. My goal was to te# her story in my painting.
As I developed the painting, a few themes emerged. First was Jeannine’s remarkable ability to make
meaningful connections among unexpected things. If she were to actua#y connect those two polar ends on the
jumper cables the result would be explosive, noticed, and potentia#y tragic. These are not things Jeannine
shies away "om, in life or words.
Secondly, Jeannine had o%en mentioned her robot scientist father. He created a robotic arm/hand that she
reca#s vividly. Several times she lamented that she wished she had been able to make it available for me to
see. She clearly admires her father’s inte#igence and inventiveness and carries that forward in her own field.

Fina#y, physica#y Jeannine has a "agile constitution - always teetering on the edge of some physical mayhem.
I think the robot hand, or other types of robotic aids would prove helpful in her life, thus the Hamburger
Helper Helping Hand. Her numerous a#ergies require that she maintains vigilance between herself and her
environment. Despite a severe flour a#ergy, she has visited my studio, situated above a large industrial
bakery. With scarf over face, she has braved the ride up the flour-dusted "eight elevator. The rubber boots are
symbolic of her ability to find the right environmental barriers to live life on her terms.
Robot Scientist's Daughter 2012
oil on canvas
40x24 inches
Deborah Scott, a graduate of the Drawing and Painting Atelier at Gage Academy of Art, lives with her
husband and two children in Seattle, WA. Prior to Scott’s painting career she worked as a global brand
marketer with familiar brands including Cheerios, Betty Crocker, and Amazon.com. Scott’s work is unique,
contemporary and whimsical and it can be seen in a wide range of national venues including 2012
International Contemporary Realism Biennial at the Fort Wayne Museum of Art, Florida Museum for Women
Artists, the Hive Gallery, Los Angeles, CA. and Susan Eley Fine Arts, New York, NY.
Jeannine Hall Gailey is the Poet Laureate of Redmond, Washington and the author of Becoming the
Villainess (Steel Toe Books, 2006) and She Returns to the Floating World (Kitsune Books, 2011) which was a
finalist for the Eric Hoffer Montaigne Medal. Her work has appeared in American Poetry Review, The Iowa
Review and Prairie Schooner. She volunteers for Crab Creek Review and teaches part-time for National
University's MFA program. Her web site is www.webbish6.com.
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Pauline Aubey
I immediately knew Angelique would be my pick because I had
always loved her pictures and wanted to make a work based on
her for a while. What appeals to me is that she is a talented
model working with great distinctive photographers but this
actua#y made the whole thing a bit trickier because I wanted to
portray her in my own twist. So I chose to base my work on a
cool black and white head shot of her by Christopher Price and
have a "ee color interpretation of this mysterious face of her.
I find Angelique’s modeling imagery inspiring because it mixes a
kind of classic, vintage imagery with quite modern, punk-like
looks, and this speaks to me artistica#y so I wanted to translate
it. I had this oval portrait idea in mind, so I stuck to it, and I
created this background with cameo-like tones. As for the subject
colors, I didn’t want them to look realistic to contrast with the
vintage touch and achieve an almost comic-like feel. I reinforced
this using a felt-tip black pen for the line work besides my chalk
pastels, as I couldn’t decide between a sharp and an opaque feel I actua#y wanted both.
The Blue Angel
Pastel chalks and felt-tip pen on card paper
12x16 inches
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Pauline Aubey aka Poupée de Chair is a French portrait artist with a degree in Arts
and Letters. Obsessed by everything pop, she started drawing celebrity portraits
before dedicating herself to more personal works. Attracted by ambiguous feelings,
her main goal is to depict beauty in an unexpected way, where the pretty and the
grotesque try to coexist. Her pastel artwork depicts tormented souls perspiring out
of indifferent doll-like faces. Poupée de Chair is a Dreamscape Imaging licensed
artist and was published many times in PoetsArtists magazine. Recently, her work
was selected for the Art Basel Miami and exhibited at the Versailles public library.

Michelle Buchanan
When the announcement for this
portrait project came out I was rea#y
excited to paint another artist. A%er a#,
a portrait is the ultimate honor you can
give another person in my opinion. I
had origina#y chosen an artist that
never responded to my request. Thank
goodness! Somewhere during that
waiting around time I found the work
of Silvio Porzionato at P&A, and knew
immediately I wanted to paint his
portrait. His work is amazing, and I
found myself drawn immensely to his
style. I do not know Silvio persona#y.
But there are two kinds of artists. One is
the ski#ed, talented artist, while the
other is the celebrity artist. I think
Silvio is both. He has extreme talent, but
also a great sense of humor and shares
both sides of that with the outside
world. I rea#y admire that.

Portraits of Silvio Porzionato 2012
oil on canvas

Michelle is an artist, mother, and cooker of food living in Upstate NY. Lately she's been
painting a lot of portraits. Her artwork, poetry and podcasts have been published online
and in print. One of her pieces, Las Ratas previously published in PoetsArtists is now in
the Tullman Art Collection, Chicago, Il.
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Matthew Cherry

We started our Artists Painting Artists project by first paying each other a studio visit. Nick has a studio/apt in Boston’s South
End. I wanted to get a sense of who he was and how he worked and to talk shop a bit. He paints in the bottom level of a multitiered apartment. Several large canvases were in various states of completion. I sat for a photo shoot amidst his paintings and
then we discussed his posing for me the fo#owing week. I had long desired to resurrect a series origina#y titled “I am
Superman” newly titled “joeSCHMO-SUPERhero”. I had been mu#ing over the idea of linking it to my current series of
direct "ontal portraits. So I asked him what his favorite super hero was. He said that he didn’t rea#y have a preference so I
told him I would give him some options when he came for a studio visit which he agreed to. That same week I purchased a
pair of tee shirts; one with a Superman logo and the other with a Batman logo. Two days later the Colorado ki#ings occurred.
When Nick and I met in my Brookline apartment where I work we did not discuss this event. But I remember thinking that I
may just put away the batman shirt as I was not sure that I wanted to start a painting with content that tapped the recent
events. He selected the Batman t-shirt to wear as it was “always a boyhood favorite of his”. I felt a tinge of angst, a quandary
if you wi#, about the selection as I knew that I would be riddled with thoughts about the victims and horrific events that were
"esh in a# of our minds. But we were both thri#ed to be working on a project together and with a co#aborative spirit we both
separated to do our work.
I proceeded as I always do, with a quick graphite sketch fo#owed by a turp’ed oil wash. I had origina#y documented Nick in a
gray shirt w a batman logo. It didn’t quite work for me. So with the first wash I decided to switch the colors to a deep alizarin
crimson. I dropped an ultramarine wash for a background just to cut the white out. I typica#y avoid a primary color palette,
but I felt that I needed strong, warm colors to punch out of what is stereotypica#y black for a portrait of someone wearing a
graphic tee with the dark hero’s logo. I also wanted to avoid too heavy an atmosphere as the image was immediately stark.
A%er the first couple of sessions I realized that I had painted an image of a man in a batman shirt using Superman’s colors. I
thought I would need to eradicate this…so I dropped a deep green…and tried a couple of other colors in a digital sketch, none of
which quite worked. So I decided that I would retain the blue but find a way integrate the palette with the subtlety of
transitional layers of glazess. The next several sessions a#owed me to push and pu# the layers and drips so as to weave the
environment around/through the figure and the figure to be integrated with its surroundings.
This way of painting a#ows me to imbue thoughts and considered decisions with every passage. Sometimes this is a purely
formal process. A drip or a splatter crosses over a layer I just worked. I then have to decide what remains and what gets
covered over the next round. A new day provides a new set of eyes with new vision that a#ows me to “re-scan” my subject and
decide what colors need to be added to continue to flush the form out "om oblivion.

Matthew Ivan Cherry was born in Arizona and grew up in the White Mountains in northeastern Arizona in the small
ranch town of St. Johns. He received a BFA from Northern Arizona University and a MFA degree in painting and
drawing from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He is currently a Faculty member and the Senior Associate
Dean of Academic Affairs at The Art Institute of Boston.
His current projects include the exploration of portraiture as a genre examining self and cultural identity with largerthan-life depictions of self, family, friends and random connections made from people on the streets and from around
the world via social media. These heads, busts and body portraits use the guise of portraiture to explore form and
medium. Through the complexities of the additive subtractive process that he has developed, he depicts an individual
that is the object of scrutiny and observation while also using the sheer accumulation and layers of marks, drips, glazes
and washes that document the process to create an object.

QUANDARY – Nick in a Batman T-Shirt (joeSCHMO-SUPERhero series) 2012
oil on canvas 48 x 48 inches
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This painting had an immediate direction without being overtly prescriptive. It was very intuitive…"om the gut…an impulse
that could not be denied and it did not stray far "om the original passages. Rather, each layer began to cha#enge me with
balancing the intricacies of retention and relinquishing what was once purposeful. The dilemma of how much is too much is a
constant presence with my work. Sometimes it is just one mark that tips the scale…or too much tint that counters the depiction
of mass. But sometimes it is on a conceptual level or the narrative where conflicts arise. It is always a quandary as to how to
maneuver through a painting and come to a sense of resolution by letting it just be especia#y when the content touches a cord
with something heavy.
Nick’s wi#ingness to pose in a batman shirt in order for me to revive an idea I had started years ago…has now taken me to a
diﬀerent level of involvement with the same content but with added/charged meaning. I have always been interested in the
ordinary or average joe. We pay mi#ions of do#ars to be entertained by fictional characters that play out myths of good
triumphing over bad. And yet these fictive realities play out every day in every corner of this world.

Rory Coyne
I’ve read a lot of Celtic mythology, and
one of the key components of the hero is
Geasa (an obligation or prohibition
magica#y imposed on a person). With a
Geas there are certain taboos to which
the hero must adhere or it can lead to
dishonor or death. This painting is a
con"ontation of the taboos that were
ignored for too long, and the heroine
fina#y taking control. The heroine is my
Fiancée, Lauren Levato, an incredibly
talented story te#ing artist.
Rory Coyne is emerging as a leader among a group of
dedicated painters working in the contemporary allegorical
realist movement. He entered school with an inclination
toward illustration but after a single painting class his
dedication for painting has only continued to grow. He
began serious study of classical master works at SUNY
Fredonia, where he earned his undergraduate degree in
2003.
He then entered the graduate program at the
University of New Mexico where he continued exploring and
developing his love for classical, figurative technique, while
also pursuing teaching. After receiving his Masters of Fine
Art in 2007 he moved to Chicago where he still keeps his
studio.
While Rory has always worked in a narrative tradition, while
earning his degrees the influence of myth, fable, and
allegory on his work became more and more important,
giving rise to a very particular kind of grandiose story telling
that he pursues in his daily studio practice.
Rory’s work is represented by FM* Gallery in Chicago, IL
and Alexander Salazar Fine Art in San Diego, CA.
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FromAgentToPrince 2012
oil on linen
16.5 x 19 inches
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It is not suﬃcient to see and to
know the beauty of a work. We
must feel and be aﬀected by it.

Richard T Scott
SEEKING BEAUTY and the desire to evoke the lost essence of beauty and sensuality
by Grady Harp

Voltaire
Something strange seems to hover in the paintings of Richard T
Scott, something that steps beyond reality, or perhaps within an
unknown reality, and yet what we are observing is recognizably a
human condition. And if the subject matter deals with the
human figure, why are we somehow unsettled by what we see?
Time and release of learned expectations gradually dissolve and
what grows before our eyes is beauty. No lessons, no secondary
statements, no parody or shaking of the fist against the angst of
the world. Just beauty, asking us to experience it.

Hermetica 2010 oil on canvas 46X60 inches

What Remains 2010 oil on canvas 54X 38 inches
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Scott's figurative work involves a synthesis of narrative and iconic
symbolism and draws upon memories, dreams, and reality to
create a haunting world of poetic myth. Were the need to classify
his paintings arise, then the terms classical, realism, magical
realism, and romanticism would be applicable. But in many
aspects his paintings defy categorization. In Scott’s words, ‘My
work is deeply inspired by the world I see around me, but I'm
more interested in what lies beneath it, what conclusions we can
draw from it. The work of the magical realist Argentine writer
Jorge Luis Borges is a great influence on my work. He has a way
of beginning a story, rooted deep in the reality that we all share,
yet somehow through his mastery of rhetoric and philosophy, he
manages to convince us of the impossible. So, we find ourselves
surprised at the end of his stories, questioning everything that
we've accepted as concrete. Likewise, in my work, I feel a
profound need to convey a world which is at first completely
believable, yet subtlety manipulate the physics of the world
within in order to illustrate certain transcendental questions
about our relationship with identity, each other and the world
around us ... but all in a way that is humanly meaningful and not
simply some kind of coldly cerebral, self indulgent game.’
Some background helps illuminate this important artist’s work.
Born in Stone Mountain, Georgia in 1980 he began drawing and
painting at an early age and his attention to paintings was so
intense that his family of non-artists – he was the son of a
construction worker and a waitress living in the deep south 42

believed he could be autistic, sitting in front of complex
paintings for hours, completely absorbed by color, brush strokes,
and composition. The arts have been central in his life: in high
school he studied fencing, drama, poetry, performing in musicals
and plays and a rock band. He attended the University of
Georgia, searching through various forms of art expression
(acting, installation, art, sculpture, photography, ceramics) finally
realizing that his forte was painting. While in college he spent
time in Cuba (2003) where he began painting the human figure.
‘Something about the tragic decay of the 18th centur y
architecture, the vibrant yet slowly dying culture, and the people
that inhabited this timeless atmosphere enchanted me and I
began to see the human body as a vessel for such sublime beauty
and resonant meaning. I began painting the figure from life: I
recall still hours when the diaphanous baroque light streamed
down as in a cathedral and the luminous limbs before me glowed
with transparent skin, revealing their human nobility. Their eyes
told me the story of their lives and I felt that the eternal moment
of creation was matched by the eternal moment of the viewer
some years to come. The life in the air was like the harmonic
vibration of a cellist slowly drawing a bow across the strings.’
Much to the chagrin of his conceptual art oriented professors he
gained his BFA in 2005. He turned to the New York Academy of
Art where he received his MFA in 2007, studying with such
figurative artists as Vincent Desiderio, Steven Assael, and Edward
Schmidt. Upon graduation he was employed as painter in the
studio of Jeﬀ Koons and at that same time he continued his
writing and contributed his aesthetic theories in realist circles,
where he has participated in discussion panels with Donald
Kuspit, and Vincent Desiderio. From 2009 to 2011 he when was
awarded a residency with Odd Nerdrum, where he was able to
bring all of his education to the table: art history, the technique,
the philosophy, the anatomy and his passion - all blended into
one and his work took a huge leap forward In 2011, Scott
collaborated with other American realists such as Nelson Shanks,
Daniel Graves, Alexey Steele, and American Artist Magazine to
mount a defense for Odd Nerdrum during the 2011 tax evasion
scandal.

Richard T. Scott
Richard T Scott uses himself as his model for many of his paintings: ‘ultimately, all paintings are self
portraits - they're a kind of search for identity; they're about our interaction and communion with the
world and people around us.’ And while many of his works such as The Sophist, 2000 are rather straight
forward self portraits, his major works such as the magnificent Baptism, 2011 reveals how he is able to
bring the figure into a light of timelessness and spiritual connection. The painting shown here is of
four figures standing thigh deep in mysteriously reflective water and in the foggy distance we can
imagine the outline of Venice or perhaps a location in the Middle East. Entering the space of the
painting we finally notice that the central figure’s finger is tracing a wound in his side and the image of
the sword wound in the Christ figure arises. Each similar figure wears only a contemporary black jacket
and the frank nudity is washed in a golden bronze light and distorted by wisps of smoky vapor. What
the viewer experiences is that indefinable connection with myth and history and passion and intuition.
Scott’s ability to present the pieces of a story that the viewer must configure to discover their own
‘meaning’ is revealed in the technically flawless painting What Remains, 2010. A nude woman stands in a
darkened room seemingly peering out into a space from which all but the source of light has
disappeared. We notice a smoking candelabra on the floor, the panes of a high window illuminating the
floor, and a strange golden light highlighting the woman’s body from behind. The painting reflects the
influence of Scott’s forebears – Rembrandt, Hammershoi, Vermeer, Nerdrum, Andrew Wyeth and
Antonio Lopez Garcia.
In Hermetica, 2010 Scott’s submersion in the magical realism and the mythical and spiritual ties that
bind humanity are eloquently suggested. The Hermetica are Egyptian-Greek wisdom texts from the
2nd and 3rd centuries CE, texts that discuss the nature of the divine, mind, nature and the cosmos:
some touch upon alchemy, astrology and related concepts. The central female nude figure floats above
an etherized depiction of earth, water, air, and is surrounded by other equally fluid nude figures, shore
reeds, a large winged insect – all beneath a strange circular sky bourne symbol, perhaps the symbol of
life or eternity. And here, as much as in any of Scott’s works is his exploration into the intangible and
the transcendental borders between reality and philosophy, mimesis and temporality that is becoming
his own identifiable contribution to the way we interact with art.
In Persephoneia, 2010 Scott makes the Greek goddess of the Underworld a contemplative upward gazing
contemporary woman who sits on the hearth of a burned out fireplace, a sister image (reflection) looks
away and in the foreground stand a pair of heavy men’s boots and a quiet red lighted candle on a stand.
The rendering of the figures are so technically brilliant that we must slowly discover the hidden
elements or symbols and fashion our own story or meaning. ‘The heart of the emotional and conceptual
content must be conveyed visually by the work, but the details have to be filled in by the viewer. This is
what makes a painting powerful.’
!
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The Sophist 2011
oil on canvas
17 X 20 inches
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Richard T Scott Baptism 2011 oil on canvas 29X36
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Richard T Scott
Richard T Scott lives in France and America. His developing skillful language is being
recognized as an artist of importance. He continues to write poetry while he paints and
when asked for an artist statement, he oﬀered the following, in poem form:
We live in a society devoid of meaning.
Cultural relativism and the persistent barrage
of media neutralizes our natures into apathy,
Yet man requires meaning.
Thus, I seek to create reality where I feel none,
to solidify the haze of my slumbering existence.
My only means of encountering the meager truth
that I am left - is to compose the fabric of time.
Now is the moment, and I breathe.
When the wind blows in my painting
It is no longer merely the wind in the branches.
It is the fury of man's passion.
It is his hopes, his dreams, his angers and fears.
It is the hurricane bloom of man's ideals
in all their creative and destructive force.
That is what I mean when a tree bends.
And when a bird takes flight
it is the soul's struggle against gravity,
the force which binds us to the corporeal.
It is the plurality of man and his blind desire
for something greater, above,
which he fails to apprehend.
I re-construct what I touch, what I see, what I dream, in an eﬀort to prove to myself that I
am in fact real.
Richard T Scott has that ability to present to the viewer an enigma. It is what we chose to
discover there that is the challenge and the pleasure of his work. In the words of Luis
Buñuel, ‘We live in an age of "ailty, fear, and morbidity. Where wi# the kindness and inte#igence come
"om that can save us?’ And that kindness may just be part of the enchantment of the
paintings of Richard T Scott.
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Persephoneia 2010 oil on canvas 16X14 inches
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Matthew Cherry
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